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RHEL 8 with iPXE fails due to Deprecated Options used
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Status: Closed
Priority: Normal
Assignee: Rohan Arora
Category: Templates
Target version:
Difficulty: trivial
Pull request: https://github.com/theforeman/community-templates/pull/587
Triaged: No
Fixed in Releases: 1.23.0
Bugzilla link: 1707157

Description
ip= netmask= gateway= dns= options were deprecated since RHEL 7 but are still being used in Kickstart default iPXE. RHEL 7 Still accepted those but RHEL 8 fails to build with Error: 'ip=X.X.X.X'
Sorry, unknown value X.X.X.X

Related issues:
Related to Foreman - Bug #27949: EL8 fails to boot
Duplicate

Associated revisions
Revision c5bad780 - 05/07/2019 03:40 PM - Rohan Arora
Fixes #26749 - Use consolidated ip Option

History
#1 - 05/06/2019 11:17 PM - Rohan Arora
- Subject changed from RHEL 8 with iPXE fails due to Depricated Options used to RHEL 8 with iPXE fails due to Deprecated Options used

#2 - 05/06/2019 11:18 PM - The Foreman Bot
- Status changed from New to Ready For Testing
- Subject changed from RHEL 8 with iPXE fails due to Depricated Options used to RHEL 8 with iPXE fails due to Deprecated Options used
- Pull request https://github.com/theforeman/community-templates/pull/587 added

#3 - 05/06/2019 11:22 PM - Rohan Arora
- Bugzilla link set to 1707157

#4 - 05/07/2019 03:41 PM - Lukas Zapletal
- Fixed in Releases 1.23.0 added

#5 - 05/07/2019 04:08 PM - Rohan Arora
- Status changed from Ready For Testing to Closed

Applied in changeset community-templates|c5bad780a892d1ed354115adfe840578c885e5c9.

#6 - 08/05/2019 01:39 PM - Tomer Brisker
- Subject changed from RHEL 8 with iPXE fails due to Depricated Options used to RHEL 8 with iPXE fails due to Deprecated Options used

#7 - 10/15/2019 01:20 PM - Lukas Zapletal
- Related to Bug #27949: EL8 fails to boot added